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History[ edit ] The Royal Navy created the post of Hydrographer of the Navy in , which within five years was
producing naval charts for naval and merchant use. In , the U. Navy established the Depot of Charts and
Instruments maintain a supply of navigational instruments and nautical charts for issue to naval vessels. It
soon became apparent that the Depot would be unable to obtain and maintain an adequate supply of the latest
data unless it undertook production of charts from its own surveys. In , the first survey sponsored by the Depot
and led by Lieutenant Charles Wilkes resulted in four engraved charts published for use by the U. Lieutenant
Wilkes continued his surveying and gained fame as leader of the U. The expedition ranged over the eastern
Atlantic to Antarctica, the coasts of both Americas, and far into the west and southwest Pacific. It began the U.
During the succeeding five years, 87 similar charts were published and issued from the results of surveys by
Wilkes and his officers. These individual surveys, however, were limited in scope; the Depot needed a way to
gather information quickly on a worldwide basis. Naval officer Matthew Fontaine Maury , who became
known as "The Pathfinder of the Seas", supplied the answer to this dilemma. Commander Maury, who held
the position of Hydrographer of the Navy from , is credited with founding the science of oceanography.
Possessing an active, scientific mind, he immediately recognized possibilities for expanding the services of the
Depot. Within five years, 26 million reports poured into the Depot, which originally had been intended only as
a storehouse of charts and instruments. In , the agency was given the official name of The U. Naval
Observatory and Hydrographical Office. In , an Act of Congress separated the two functions, establishing the
Hydrographic Office as a distinct activity. By the turn of the century, pleasure cruises had become a popular
form of vacationing, and suddenly the attention of the world was drawn to a new danger to navigation - ice.
The collision of the Titanic with an iceberg in prompted the Hydrographic Office to urge that an ice patrol be
established to document sea-ice hazards to prevent such disasters. Experiences during World War I showed
the need for greater accuracy for oceanographic data. By , responding to these needs, the Navy had developed
the first practical sonic sounding machine, making it possible to surpass all previous efforts in deep-sea
sounding and bathymetric charting. Aerial photography was used for the first time that year. Following the
attack on Pearl Harbor , the demands for charts increased to about 40 times the normal pre-war rate.
Additional survey vessels were obtained, each equipped to conduct surveys and to produce printed charts
aboard ship in a minimum of time to keep up with fleet advances across the Pacific. At the peak of World War
II, 43 million charts were printed and issued in one year. The Hydrographic Office was redesignated the U.
Stennis Space Center, in south Mississippi. Currently, the McDonnell is out of commission. The
oceanographic survey ships have no homeport and are forward-deployed, surveying the ocean days every year.
On board, surveyors are equipped to conduct physical, chemical and biological oceanographic operations;
multidisciplinary environmental investigations; ocean engineering and marine acoustics; marine geology and
geophysics; and bathymetric, gravimetric and magnetometric surveying. At a length of feet, both ships were
slightly smaller than the T-AGS 60 class ships. Both were capable of collecting hydrographic data on all
headings in seas with wave heights up to 9 feet and could launch and recover two HSLs and other survey
equipment in seas up to 4 feet. The McDonnell was decommissioned on 25 August
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War Office Cabinet Office Speculative keyword searches may also reveal sea charts as well as documents
relating to their creation and use. For this reason none of these catalogues or finding aids is fully
comprehensive. How to find Admiralty charts â€” Admiralty charts may include editions, states and printed
amendments not represented elsewhere, although most are of standard issue. Place names and names of coastal
features were often recorded, some of which are no longer in use. Some contain details of coastal harbours and
surveys of navigable rivers, and their depictions of small oceanic islands can be particularly valuable. Many
charts bear manuscript additions and amendments relating to their use. Individual charts may also accompany
correspondence indicating errors or suggesting amendments. As well as complete charts our collection
includes portions which were cut away and used to illustrate a particular point. Military and civilian personnel
sometimes traced or copied charts in the course of their duties and examples of these also survive. Admiralty
charts were continually updated to ensure they remained accurate and useful, and obsolete charts were
destroyed because they presented a navigational hazard. Dates of survey and compilation were carefully
recorded as well as those of any corrections. Corrections were often made by modifying the copperplates from
which the chart was printed and re-publishing it as a new edition; in other cases the chart was completely
re-drawn. Published Admiralty charts often drew on older surveys, particularly in the early years of the
Hydrographic Office, which in extreme cases meant that some charts were based on surveys made more than a
century earlier. Searching by place name or geographical area Admiralty charts can be found by searching our
catalogue in various ways: This includes many charts which are not yet described in our online catalogue.
Admiralty charts were initially identified by a title which described the area covered. Since each chart has also
been assigned a number, printed in the bottom right hand corner of each sheet, and this number is now
considered to be the primary reference indicator for the chart. Some chart numbers include letter prefixes and
suffixes. Because the Admiralty often re-used chart numbers, remember to check that the area indicated on the
card index corresponds to that which you are looking for. For example chart has at different times related to a
chart of St. Jago in the Cape Verde islands and to Thursday Island in the Torres Straits off the north coast of
Australia, and chart number has been used for both the Cook Straits and for Madagascar. These include some
charts not yet listed in our catalogue, published catalogues or the card index. Key records The following
records series contain significant numbers of Admiralty charts; click on the links to search them in our
catalogue.
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Home News Surveying The nautical chart has served as a guide to navigating the seas for the past years.
While the function of the nautical chart has not changed over the centuries, 21st-century methods for creating
and updating charts have dramatically improved. Following the establishment of the Survey of the Coast by
Thomas Jefferson in , sea floor depth measurements were collected using handheld lead line surveys and, later,
single-beam echo sounders. Both of these methods sampled and collected depth measurements for only a
small percentage of the ocean bottom. Today, NOAA hydrographic ships are equipped with sophisticated
multibeam echo sounders that survey large swaths of the ocean floor, collecting a tremendous volume of
bathymetry or depth data. Multibeam technology can also collect water column and acoustic backscatter data.
Water column information identifies targets between the surface and the seabed such as fish. Acoustic
backscatter data indicates the composition of the seabed. Once this extra water column and backscatter
information is processed and combined with bathymetry, it can be used to indicate what types of habitats exist
on and near the sea floor. Marine scientists use this information to aid in ecosystem planning and protection.
Following are some examples of how multibeam sonar is used. Mapping nearshore habitats while updating
nautical charts. Up until , about 25 percent of the sanctuary remained uncharted with modern technology
nearshore areas of the sanctuary were last surveyed using lead-line techniques in the s. The ship used new
multibeam echo sounders to collect bathymetry data to update nautical charts as well as generate backscatter
imagery, which the sanctuary uses for habitat mapping. Mapping fault lines and mud volcanoes while
updating nautical charts. The survey, done at the request of the U. Geological Survey and California State
University, supported earthquake, tsunami, and storm surge readiness for coastal communities in the region.
The Fairweather characterized both the sea floor and the water column using its mulitbeam echo sounder. The
detailed images show the main fault line as well as a mud volcano and associated gases emitting from the sea
floor. Side scan sonar images of the Dixon Entrance mud volcano and associated plume of gases with location
shown on a map generated from multibeam echo sounder bathymetric data. Mapping essential fish habitat
while updating nautical charts. Bottom photos, sediment samples, backscatter, and bathymetry were collected
to meet both habitat analysis and charting needs. The project opened discussions on how scientists can best
collect data that meets multiple needs, and how sea-floor imagery can best be served to stakeholders.
Integrated image of bathymetric and backscatter data of approaches to Wilmington, North Carolina. Of the
square nautical miles that the chart updated. Mapping offshore canyon habitats while updating nautical charts.
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Share One of the new features is the possibility to map the seas of the world. This does not give any kind of
discoveries, but it does give a great amount of adventure experience and you will need some adventure skills
to complete it. Basically you will move from sea to sea, doing activities in each sea that will further the
investigation of that particular area. Like this you can compile an atlas of the world. The requirement to start is
to have finished at least one intermediate school adventure, trade or battle in either Groningen, Ceuta or
Syracuse. To comfortably investigate seas I recommend having these skills: Recognition is required to
investigate certain areas, which is obligatory for map completion. You will not gain any recognition
proficiency from mapping. Surveying is required to find the coordinates where you need to use recognition.
Fishing is a skill you will need to finish most map investigations. Repair to fix the damage from ice floes in
the Northern Passage. To start you need to visit the Mercator in his mansion in Amsterdam , which can be
found near the Company district. He will ask you to map the North Sea. In this case go to Northern Europe
and in the top right select North Sea. Then in the bottom click the Research button and a new screen will
appear. There you can see some tasks that improve the level of investigation. To do this you can chose to do
multiple tasks. Most importantly you need to do the Required Actions, which are of course obligatory. They
commonly require you to use recognition at certain coordinates, or else to sail for a few days in that sea area. I
recommend putting the menu as one of your shortcuts f1-f9. By doing required actions your maximum
progress increases. Therefore try to always start an investigation by doing some required entries first. As said
above, required entries are always using recognition or sailing for a few days. As you progress more optional
entries will appear. Possible optional entries are alternative coordinates for recognition, fishing, sailing a few
days, sinking NPC ships, trading in towns in that region, making a discovery at sea or raising a shipwreck. In
all sea regions you complete the investigation with the first three sailing, recognition and fishing , except for
the South Caribbean where I had to trade a few times in order to complete it. Map Click the image to access a
larger resolution. The map contains the location with Required Action is recognition locations in order.
Unlock Regions To begin charting Greenland: Talk to Mercator after finishing the storyline for charting the
Northeast Passage to start the Greenland Seas storyline. To begin charting NA west coast: To begin charting
the Northwestern passage: For the first region that you investigate you only get around experience more while
the 1. However, for map I received experience and around fame. Note that this is during a 1. With boosts
experience increased with every map by around a , so I think without boosts the increase in experience for
each map is around I started writing down the increases at my 71th completed map, so at lower numbers of
maps completed this is probably different. I highly recommend doing the mapping of the world during a bonus
experience event and using some Astro boost if that is available to you. Adventure experience does not come
very easily.
7: SURVEYING AND CHARTING OF THE SEAS
Charting the Inland Seas highlights the work done by the U.S. Lake Survey, one of the most notable, yet least known,
organizations in the history of the Great Lakes. With the first great influx of settlers into the Great Lakes region came the
need for extensive surveys and accurate navigational charts.
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According to the author, his original intention was that this volume would serve several different purposes, including
giving readers an overall picture of the several aspects of charting and surveying and, at the same time, going a bit
deeper into those of the subjects which commonly seem to require some additional attention, or are in need of a more
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